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About This Game

Are you tired of bowling on the same greased up wooden planks? Do you love golf but hate rules? Does your heart yearn to
throw a bowling ball at something other than a bori 5d3b920ae0

Title: Spare Teeth VR
Genre: Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
L2D
Publisher:
Level 2 Design
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD F

English

spare teeth vr. spare teeth vr

Not just a bowling game Not just a golf game A combination of both. Take a trip to an alternate universe where odd creatures
are looking down at you as you steer large golf balls on a obstacle ridden miniature golf course. Really enjoyable and different..
Well I really wanted to like this game. It looks fun, and it IS fun when it's playable. I am not sure how this was managed, but
somehow this game actually is nearly impossible to play as a left hander. I have to say I've never had trouble bowling. or golfing.
and should not have an issue with a game like this were it not for some strange design decisions. You see, you start the game on
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an alley, which is awesome, but you are placed on the far left hand side of the run. The game then proceeds to align your
playspace as if you would not need to be over the center of the lane on the other side to #1 see all the way down the court where
you would actually choose to roll the ball, and #2 actually be able to get a good throw in down the line. I have a fairly large play
area, and even gave it a go on my other VR systems to see if it was just one of them not playing nicely with the play space. Sadly
no. I tried strange angles anyway, but once the levels get at all complicated It's just more frustrating than fun. I will keep an eye
out for a mechanic change or a viable workaround, but as it stands I cannot recommend this title. at least if you are a leftie and
don't feel like playing switch-bowler. To the right handed folk, from what I was able to play it seems reasonably well put
together, but I was not able to progress far enough to see how long the production value hold up. As always I will update my
review if anything changes.. Well I really wanted to like this game. It looks fun, and it IS fun when it's playable. I am not sure
how this was managed, but somehow this game actually is nearly impossible to play as a left hander. I have to say I've never had
trouble bowling. or golfing. and should not have an issue with a game like this were it not for some strange design decisions.
You see, you start the game on an alley, which is awesome, but you are placed on the far left hand side of the run. The game
then proceeds to align your playspace as if you would not need to be over the center of the lane on the other side to #1 see all the
way down the court where you would actually choose to roll the ball, and #2 actually be able to get a good throw in down the
line. I have a fairly large play area, and even gave it a go on my other VR systems to see if it was just one of them not playing
nicely with the play space. Sadly no. I tried strange angles anyway, but once the levels get at all complicated It's just more
frustrating than fun. I will keep an eye out for a mechanic change or a viable workaround, but as it stands I cannot recommend
this title. at least if you are a leftie and don't feel like playing switch-bowler. To the right handed folk, from what I was able to
play it seems reasonably well put together, but I was not able to progress far enough to see how long the production value hold
up. As always I will update my review if anything changes.. Not just a bowling game Not just a golf game A combination of
both. Take a trip to an alternate universe where odd creatures are looking down at you as you steer large golf balls on a obstacle
ridden miniature golf course. Really enjoyable and different.

[Patch 1.1] Finish Him! : You can now complete the entire game! There was a bug which prevented users from completing the
game and being able to post their high score on the leaderboard. This is now resolved. Go bowl, or golf, or whatever you want to
call it and achieve greatness and let your friends know that King Tooth is proud of your service.
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